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We demonstrate photonic quantum circuits that operate at the stringent levels that will be re-
quired for future quantum information science and technology. These circuits are fabricated from
silica-on-silicon waveguides forming directional couplers and interferometers. While our focus is on
the operation of quantum circuits, to test this operation required construction of a spectrally tuned
photon source to produce near-identical pairs of photons. We show non-classical interference with
two photons and a two-photon entangling logic gate that operate with near-unit fidelity. These
results are a significant step towards large-scale operation of photonic quantum circuits.
Quantum information science [1] is not only a funda-
mental scientific endeavor but promises profound new
technologies in communication [2, 3], information pro-
cessing [4, 5], and ultra-precise measurement [6]. How-
ever, as with their classical counterparts, these quantum
technologies must be robust to imperfections in their
components and to the effects of environmental noise.
For example, in the case of universal quantum comput-
ing, current estimates [7–10] of the maximum error rate
per gate (EPG) range from a few % to 10−4. Meeting
these rigorous EPG requirements is a major challenge,
owing to the fragility of quantum systems, and has thus
far only been achieved in ion traps [11].
Encoding quantum information in photons is promis-
ing for fast transmission, low intrinsic noise (or decoher-
ence) and ease of implementing one-photon operations
[12]. Consequently photons are the information carrier
of choice for quantum communication [2, 3]. Realising
the two-photon interactions required for the majority
of quantum information protocols is more challenging,
however, they can be achieved using only single pho-
ton sources, detectors and linear optical circuits [13], and
much progress towards this goal has been made [14]. In-
tegrated photonics—waveguide circuits lithographically
patterned on-chip—holds great promise for miniaturiz-
ing and scaling quantum logic circuits [15–17], and high
fidelity single-qubit operations have already been demon-
strated [18]. However, the crucial two-qubit operations
required for more general quantum information protocols
have yet to be demonstrated at the required high fidelity
levels.
Here we demonstrate integrated photonic devices that
exhibit near-unit fidelity quantum interference and two-
photon entangling logic operation: we observe a quantum
interference or “HOM” dip [23] with a minimum which
reaches the ideal value, and a two-photon CNOT gate
with a ‘logical basis fidelity’ of F = 0.969 ± 0.002 and
similarity S = 0.993±0.002, taking into account the devi-
ation in the fabricated reflectivities of the directional cou-
plers. Although our focus is on the operation of the cir-
cuits themselves, and not single photon sources or detec-
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FIG. 1: A silica-on-silicon waveguide quantum circuit. Di-
rectional couplers evanescently couple two waveguides—
equivalent to a beamsplitter in bulk optics—where the length
and separation of the waveguides in the coupling region de-
termines the reflectivity η. This CNOT gate is composed of
three η = 1/3 and two η = 1/2 couplers to form a linear opti-
cal network with both classical and quantum interferometers,
equivalent to bulk optical implementations [19–22].
tors, observation of this high-fidelity operation relied on a
spectrally tuned photon source producing near-identical
pairs of photons. These results show that photonic quan-
tum circuits can perform at the high fidelities required for
future quantum technologies, and are likely to find ap-
plication in fundamental scientific investigations where
such high performance operation is required to observe
uniquely quantum mechanical effects.
Quantum states are inherently fragile: typically, phys-
ical systems must be very small and very cold to exhibit
the quantum phenomena of superposition and entangle-
ment that lie at the heart of quantum information science
and technology. Even in these extreme regimes, the state
of a quantum system degrades due to unwanted interac-
tions with its environment—decoherence—and imperfect
operations on them—i.e. initialisation, logic gates and
measurement. This situation is exacerbated by the fact
that quantum information is inherently analogue in na-
ture, precluding the ‘latching’ used in digital logic.
Fortunately, errors can be encoded against by us-
ing quantum error correction [24, 25], whose complex-
ity arises from the fact that directly measuring quantum
systems disturbs them (which rules out naive majority
error correcting codes for example) leading to the need
for complicated entangled states of several particles to
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FIG. 2: A schematic of the two photon source. A CW laser
was focused to a 40 µm waist in a Type-I BiBO crystal to
produce degenerate photon pairs via spontaneous parametric
down conversion. The daughter photons were collected into
polarisation maintaining fibres (PMFs) after passing through
interference filters with a 2 nm FWHM. The source was fine
tuned with a spectrometer to ensure degenerate photons [28].
encode single logical states. The threshold theorem says
that if the noise is below some threshold an arbitrarily
long quantum computation can be realized [26]; any ar-
chitecture that can work below this EPG threshold is said
to be ‘fault tolerant’, for the given error model. There are
two broad classes of errors: locatable—essentially qubit
erasure, caused by loss or gate failures; and unlocatable—
bit flips etc. Locatable errors are easier to fix and hence
have a higher threshold (eg. the fault tolerance threshold
considering only photon loss is at least 1/3 [27]); here we
address the more stringent thresholds corresponding to
unlocatable errors. Even in cases where full error correc-
tion is not required, such as in quantum communication
protocols, high-fidelity operation of fundamental build-
ing blocks is crucial to high performance operation of
the given protocol.
In contrast to most systems—where fast coupling to
the environment dominates—the major sources of error
in photonic approaches to quantum information science
and technology are photon loss, including source and de-
tector inefficiency; unstable one-photon (‘classical’) in-
terference, due to unstable phases (or path lengths) in
optical circuits; and imperfect quantum interference, due
to mode matching [29]. Progress towards high efficiency
single photon sources [30, 31] and detectors [32, 33] is
impressive; and integrated photonics holds great promise
for miniaturizing and scaling high-performance photonic
quantum circuits [15–18, 34]. While high fidelity single
qubit operations have been demonstrated in this archi-
tecture [18], two photon logic gate operation, including
quantum interference, below relevant EPG thresholds has
not yet been demonstrated.
A silica-on-silicon waveguide circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
Photons are guided via total internal reflection due to
a small refractive index contrast between the core of the
waveguide and the surrounding cladding in the same way
as a single mode optical fibre. Waveguides are brought
within several µm to realize directional couplers whose
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FIG. 3: High fidelity quantum interference in a waveguide di-
rectional coupler. The measured rate of detecting a photon at
each output of a directional coupler is plotted as a function
of the delay between the arrival of the photons at the cou-
pler. The fit is a Gaussian with a linear term to account for
the small decoupling as one arm of the source is translated
to change the delay. All error bars, arising from Poissonian
counting statistics overlap the fit. The FWHM of 249.4 µm
is as expected for the 2 nm interference filters used. The blue
line shows the measured rate of accidental counts at the dip
minimum position (with dashed error bars). The green line
shows the count rate expected at the centre of the dip for the
measured reflectivity η = 0.5267± 0.0004.
reflectivity η can be controlled via the waveguide sepa-
ration or length of the coupling region (we use length).
The major factors determining the performance of such a
device are photon loss (typically ∼0.1 dB/cm); the qual-
ity of quantum interference [23] at directional couplers;
and the quality of classical interference in interferometers
formed by two or more directional couplers.
Quantum interference [23] occurs when two photons
simultaneously arrive at each input of a beamsplitter or
directional coupler; for η = 0.5 there is zero probability
for one photon to be found in each output, since the pho-
tons exit in a superposition of both being in each output:
|11〉 → (|20〉 − |02〉)/√2. This phenomenon arises due
to destructive quantum interference of the two indistin-
guishable two-photon probability amplitudes—both pho-
tons reflected and both photons transmitted. Quantum
interference lies at the heart of photonic quantum tech-
nologies: logic gates [19–22], quantum filters [35–37], Bell
state analyzers [38], etc. The degree of this interference is
quantified by the visibility V = (Cclass − Cquant)/Cclass,
where Cclass is the classical rate of detecting one photon
in each output—experimentally measured by deliberately
introducing a time delay such that the photons do not
arrive simultaneously—and Cquant is the experimentally
measured rate for zero delay.
Quantum interference also occurs when η 6= 0.5 with
Videal =
2η(1− η)
1− 2η + 2η2 . (1)
An experimentally measured visibility Vmeas < Videal
arises due to any distinguishing information between
the two two-photon amplitudes, including differences in
3FIG. 4: High-fidelity CNOT logic gate operation: (a) The truth table of a CNOT gate. (b) The ideal truth table for the
measured device taking into account the measured η’s of the couplers, which differed slightly from the values given in Fig. 1(b).
(c) The experimentally measured truth table.
the photons’ polarization, spatial, spectral or temporal
modes, or mixture in any degree of freedom. Since Vmeas
is limited by distinguishability it is critical that the pho-
ton source used to test a circuit produce photons that are
highly indistinguishable. Here we used the Type-I SPDC
source shown schematically in Fig. 2 [28]. We emphasize
that it is not our aim to test this SPDC source, but its
construction was necessary to test the circuits.
We measured the rate of detecting a single photon at
each output of an η = 0.5267±0.0004 directional coupler
as a function of the arrival time of the photons—plotted
as black data, with the red fit, in Fig. 3. The visibility of
this fit is V = 0.949± 0.004. To correctly determine the
degree of quantum interference in our devices we mea-
sured the rate of detection of two photons that were cre-
ated in two separate pairs (blue line). Such events arise
due to the relatively long (5 ns) detection window [39].
This rate was experimentally determined by measuring
two-fold detections with a difference in arrival time of
> 5 ns, so as to detect only photons generated in separate
pairs [40]. The green line shows the minimum for perfect
quantum interference in an η = 0.5267± 0.0004 coupler,
given the measured rate of different pair events. The
quantum interference visibility taking this rate into ac-
count is Vmeas = 0.995±0.004 which corresponds to a rel-
ative visibility of Vrel ≡ Vmeas/Videal = 1.001 ± 0.004%.
This directional coupler therefore shows ideal quantum
interference, to within small error bars [41].
In addition to this high-fidelity quantum interference,
general quantum photonic circuits consist of quantum
interferometers coupled to classical interferometers oper-
ating at the single photon level. The CNOT gate shown
in Fig. 1 is therefore an ideal benchmarking device as
it contains all the elements of generalized circuits, and
its performance therefore shows what can be achieved
for such circuits. This gate is designed to work with
probability 1/9—the presence of only one photon in the
control and one photon in the target signals success of
the gate [19–22]. The circuit’s performance is quanti-
fied [42] by the ‘truth table’ shown in Fig. 4(c), taking
into account the rate of detecting photons from differ-
ent pairs, as described above. It has an average correct
output probability probability or ‘logical basis fidelity’ of
F = 0.969± 0.002 with CNOT operation [Fig. 4(a)].
The measured η’s of our device differed slightly from
the values shown in Fig. 1: We measured the ‘1/2’ cou-
plers to be η = 0.442 ± 0.001 and η = 0.452 ± 0.001,
and the ‘1/3’ coupler in the control part of the circuit to
be η = 0.3078 ± 0.0009 [43]; we are not able to directly
measure the reflectivities of the two lower ‘1/3’ couplers
shown in Fig. 1 because they are embedded in the circuit
[44]. Figure 4(b) shows the ideal operation expected for
these η values, assuming all ‘1/3’ couplers are η = 0.3078.
To quantify the overlap between the ideal I and measured
M operation we use the similarity:
S =
(∑4
i,j=1
√
Ii,jMi,j
)2
16
, (2)
which is a generalisation of the average fidelity based on
the (classical) fidelity between probability distributions
[45–47], and obtain S = 0.993±0.002. If we allow a ±1%
variation of the η’s for the lower ‘1/3’ couplers, which is
a large range given the data, we still obtain S ≥ 99%;
the worst case is 98.9% [48].
The results presented here demonstrate that photonic
quantum circuits can operate with very high fidelities:
worst case operation of the devices described here is in
the 10−2 − 10−3 range [49]. All linear optical quantum
circuits are composed of the quantum and classical in-
terferometers demonstrated here; we can therefore ex-
pect the same performance levels from general circuits
fabricated in this way. We stress that here we have
been concerned with the performance of the photonic
quantum circuits themselves, although quantifying this
performance required construction of a spectrally tuned
SPDC pair photon source. Requirements for single pho-
ton source and detector efficiencies are promising [27]. A
key challenge for on-demand single photon sources will
be to produce photonic qubits with a high degree of in-
distinguishability, as demonstrated here and verified by
quantum interference. Combined with the results pre-
sented here, high-efficiency sources and detectors will en-
able fault tolerant quantum circuit operation across the
spectrum of photonic quantum information science and
4technology applications.
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Appendix
A 402 nm CW laser was focused to a waist of 40 µm in
a 2 mm thick biaxial Type-I BiBO (BiB3O6) crystal. The
crystal was cut to generate photon pairs at the degenerate
wavelength of 804 nm at an opening half angle of 3◦. In
contrast to the Type-II case [Kursiefer et al Phys. Rev. A
64 023802], we assume that the waist of these ‘daughter’
photons is the same as the waist of the pump beam in
the crystal, since the spatial-spectral spread is much less
for Type-I. The daughter photons with the calculated
waist at the crystal were then collected into PMF fibres
using a single 11 mm aspheric lens, after passing through
interference filters with a 2 nm FWHM, centred at 804
nm.
The two main factors in obtaining indistinguishable
photon pairs from this source were ensuring that they
share the same spectral mode and the same polarization,
both of which should be pure. Since the spectrum of the
emitted photons is a function of angular spread and the
tilt of the interference filters these should be matched,
and this was achieved by measuring the transmitted spec-
tra of the photons. The spatial collection point and the
tilt of the interference filter were matched so that the
profile of the transmitted photon had a Gaussian shape.
The Gaussian profiles of both photons were centred at
the same (degenerate) wavelength.
Purity in the polarisation of the photons was achieved
without polarizing optics. Phase matching conditions
dictate that the polarization of the daughter photons are
orthogonal to the principal plane, and to maximise the
SPDC process the polarisation of the pump beam should
lie in the principal plane [Dmitriev]. To maximise the
polarization purity of the photons collected into PMF
fibres, either the slow or fast axis of the fibre must be
perfectly parallel (or orthogonal) to the principal plane,
since PMFs decohere the polarization of any photon that
projects onto both axes. A polarization purity test on the
photons that exit the PMF confirmed this alignment. Al-
though the biaxial crystal used here has a more complex
geometry than a uniaxial crystal, phase matching was re-
stricted to a direction where one can define a principle
plane in the same way as a uniaxial crystal.
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